NOTES

Greetings, happy holidays and here is to a blessed year in 2021! I thank each of you that are standing the watch and providing the sacrifice during this pandemic.

- Community manned at 97%
- SRB = Zone A/0000 and Zone B and C/P06A, limited quotas
- Convert out opportunities = YRGRPs 2010-2015, E5 and E6 only, limited quotas
- Convert in opportunities = YRGRPs 2016-2020 to include PACT Sailors
- HYT waivers = closed for E5 and above and available for E4 and below
- MA rate does not have any EETP quotas available at this time.
- This slide does not include Fall E4-E6 advancement quotas.

Please contact the MA ECM office at MA_ECM@navy.mil

Press on,
LCDR Ro Rosalez
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